VIRTUAL
MANOR HOUSE MURDER
031 701 2845 | Cassy@tvg.co.za
www.tvg.co.za

POWERED BY TECH
FOR MAXIMUM ENGAGEMENT

We combine our interactive app with video conferencing software to bring you the latest in collaborative, virtual
team building.

Manor House Murder
UP TO 90 MINS
Great for:
Logical thinking skills
Virtual murder-mystery

Keeping teams connected
Develop problem-solving

Forming part of our Remote Series, our Manor House Murder
challenge is a highly interactive problem-solving event designed to
test your crime-solving skills. CSI meets Cluedo in this classic
‘whodunit’, requiring players to work together to unlock and
examine key evidence such as witness statements and suspect
interviews, using augmented reality to reveal hidden information
along the way. As you explore the crime scene via an interactive
map, you’ll complete tasks and challenges which will help you
acquire evidence and assist with your investigation.
Hosted via video conference and one of our virtual event managers,
points will be awarded for successfully completing observational
and trivia questions, as well as fun photo and video tasks, all whilst
identifying the weapon, murderer and motive.

THE
BRIEFING

We’ll brief you as one large group

Then split you into smaller, more
manageable teams.

Our
experienced
facilitators will
set the scene…

THE AIM OF
THE GAME
Our remote Event Manager will set the scene with a tense virtual
briefing, giving you as much information as possible about the
crime. Teams will then be faced with a series of witness cards
and a floor plan of Cadaver Manor. Using your own smartphone
devices, you’ll work your way through a myriad of clues by
tapping on the different rooms and witness cards throughout
the game.
You must examine evidence and liaise with key witnesses in
order to piece together the sequence of events that unfolded at
Cadaver Manor. There is a real sense of urgency in this case to
start ruling out suspects and catch the killer.
The aim of the game is simple; piece together the evidence, catch
a killer and solve the crime, all before you run out of time.

CAPTAIN-LED
QUESTIONS

Captain
A Captain from your team is
randomly selected

Answer
You all see the same question, but only
the Captain can answer

Win
Points are awarded instantly for
correct answers

UNCOVER CLUES USING
AUGMENTED REALITY

PLAY
A DEMO
Interested in a short demo of the Escape? We’ve created
this 10 minute sample of the game which has been
designed for you to play on your own to get a feel for the
app and the content.
Watch the briefing video which will give you the
instructions on how to load and play the game!
Have fun…

Watch Briefing video

THINGS TO
CONSIDER
To make the most out of your remote teambuilding
experience, make sure you have access to the following:
●
●
●

A good internet connection
A smartphone with the ‘Mobile Adventures’
app downloaded (Android or iOS)
A laptop or device with sound and a camera in order
to join a video conference. Our platform of choice is
Zoom* which we set up for you using our account
details. The benefits of Zoom is that is allows us to
split your group into smaller teams, each in its own
breakout room, allowing teams to collaborate.

View our I.T. security policy

PRICING
PRODUCT

-

COST

Virtual Manor House
Murder

R115 + VAT pp plus (R3000 +
VAT remote facilitation fee)

The Daily Kick-off

R115 + VAT pp

Virtual Team Quiz

R115 + VAT pp plus (R3000 +
VAT remote facilitation fee)

The Virtual Away Day

R115 + VAT pp plus (R3000 +
VAT remote facilitation fee)

Virtual Spy School

R115 + VAT pp plus (R3000 +
VAT remote facilitation fee)

Virtual Escape

R115 + VAT pp plus (R3000 +
VAT remote facilitation fee)

Pick any three

R300 + VAT pp plus (R6500 +
VAT remote facilitation fee)

Delivery valid for up to 6 months
Smartphones and laptops not provided
Please note our remote facilitation fee is R3000 + VAT per
50 people.
We are able to deliver events for more than 250 participants
but we would deliver it in a slightly different format. Please
contact us for further details.

MORE
REMOTE ACTIVITIES

The Daily Kick-off
Motivate and inspire your teams
to boost morale

The Team Quiz
The ultimate social activity to
replace that trip to the pub

The Virtual Away Day
Build your teams, encourage
collaboration and teamwork

Virtual Spy School
Channel your inner spy and work
out who killed Agent Kelly?

Get in Touch
CASANDRA | CORPORATE SALES
cassy@tvg.co.za | +27 31 701 2845

Our Clients
Click below to see how we’ve worked with a
diverse range of clients.
Read More

